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As of 2020, the international workshop on Procedural Content Gen-
eration enters its second decade. The annual workshop, hosted by
the international conference on the Foundations of Digital Games,
has collected a corpus of 95 papers published in its first 10 years.
This paper provides an overview of the workshop’s activities and
surveys the prevalent research topics emerging over the years.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While algorithms have been applied in digital games for almost
40 years, in games such as Rogue (Toy and Wichman, 1981) and
ELITE (Acornsoft, 1984), their prominence as a field of academic re-
search is fairly recent [100]. The workshop on Procedural Content
Generation (PCG) has served an important role in formalizing the
field of study, collecting publications, and mobilizing an academic
community interested in PCG research. Since its first incarnation
in 2010, the PCG workshop has been hosted by the international
conference on the Foundations of Digital Games (FDG). At the time
of writing, May 2020, the workshop has been running consecutively
for ten years. As a celebration of the 11th anniversary of the PCG
workshop in 2020, this paper looks back at the workshops’ ten past
iterations and identifies topics and directions in its 95 published
papers. The survey covers all published papers at the ten first PCG
workshops, collected from the ACM Digital Library and the work-
shops’ websites in years where the workshop proceedings were not
published by ACM.
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In the decade since the first PCG workshop, research in artificial
intelligence (AI) for generating game content has bloomed. PCG
research of all types has been accepted in high-tier conferences
and journals, and three special issues on topics directly relevant
to PCG [10, 53, 99] were published in the IEEE Transactions on
Games (and the preceding IEEE Transactions on Computational
Intelligence and AI in Games). A textbook on Procedural Content
Generation in games was published [77], and a Dagstuhl seminar
took place in 2018 specifically focusing on AI-driven game design
[87]. Finally, the annual PROCJAM event1 has been running since
2014 and has fostered a community of developers and researchers
interested in “making something that makes something”. Despite
these developments—or perhaps because of them—the PCG work-
shop remains a highly visible academic venue for publishing PCG
research and for researchers to pitch and discuss ideas, algorithms,
and games.
2 PCGWORKSHOPS OF THE LAST DECADE
Table 1 lists the general information regarding the first ten PCG
workshops examined in this paper. As noted in Section 1, the first
PCG workshop took place in 2010 during the FDG conference at
Monterey, California. In the first four years the organizational com-
mittee was fairly stable, and a subset of the 1st and 2nd workshops’
organizers helped run the next workshops. Joris Dormans, Julian
Togelius and Gillian Smith were organizers in three of these first
PCG workshops, each time with a different set of co-organizers. Af-
ter 2014, a rotation of organizers was established to ensure that the
workshop would not become stale and a larger part of the research
community would be engaged in organizational tasks.
In terms of output, the PCG workshop has had a fairly stable
number of papers published annually, with little fluctuation. An
outlier is the 2014 workshop with only five papers published; this
may be due to the fact that FDG 2014 took place on a cruise ship and
thus the logistics and cost made attendance only for a workshop
paper prohibiting. The last five years have been very stable in
terms of participation, with a community of 30-40 people usually
attending and on average 10 papers published every year.
On a surface-level analysis of the 95 published PCG papers over
the course of the workshop’s ten years, papers are authored on aver-
age by 2.9 co-authors (median: 3). The corpus of 95 papers includes
17 single-author papers and 10 papers with five or more authors.
Over the ten years examined, 184 distinct authors have contributed
to the published papers. Fig. 1 shows all authors of published PCG
papers; it should be noted that 78% of authors contributed only to
one paper while Julian Togelius and Rafael Bidarra were the most
active authors with 14 and 10 papers respectively.
1https://itch.io/jam/procjam
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Year Date Organizers Location # papers
2010 June 18 Rafael Bidarra, Ian Bogost, Ian Parberry, Kenneth O. Stanley,
Julian Togelius, Jim Whitehead, R. Michael Young
Monterey, USA 11
2011 June 28 Joris Dormans, Michael Mateas, Ian Parberry, Gillian Smith,
Julian Togelius, Jim Whitehead, R. Michael Young
Bordeaux, France 9
2012 May 29 Julian Togelius, Joris Dormans Raleigh, USA 13
2013 May 15 Alex Pantaleev, Gillian Smith, Joris Dormans, Antonio Coelho Chania, Greece 7
2014 April 4 Noor Shaker, Kenneth O. Stanley, Kate Compton Royal Caribbean Liberty of the Seas 5
2015 June 23 Noor Shaker, Antonios Liapis, Sebastian Risi Monterey, USA 11
2016 August 1 Rafael Bidarra, Amy K. Hoover, Aaron Isaksen Dundee, Scotland 10
2017 August 14 Chris Martens, Adam Summerville, Tommy Thompson Hyannis, USA 10
2018 August 7 Gabriella Barros, Maria Teresa Llano, Anne Sullivan Malmö, Sweden 9
2019 August 27 April Grow, Ahmed Khalifa and Sam Snodgrass San Luis Obispo, USA 10
Table 1: Overview of the ten years of the PCG workshop
The keywords provided by authors could also shed some light
on the topics favored by the PCG workshop community. However,
it should be noted that 20% of papers did not include any keywords.
Of the keywords found, Fig. 2 shows their distribution while omit-
ting the generic keywords “procedural content generation” (in 42
instances), “procedural generation” (in 7 instances), “procedural
content” (in 2 instances), “PCG” (in 1 instance). Due to the lack of
keywords for a fifth of the corpus, and the fairly ad-hoc way in
which keywords are chosen by each author, the thematic analysis
performed in the following sections contains richer information
regarding the topics covered by the 95 PCG papers.
3 TYPES OF CONTENT GENERATED
PCG refers to game content in terms of “all aspects of the game that
affect gameplay other than non-player character (NPC) behaviour
and the game engine itself” [100] and includes “such aspects as
terrain, maps, levels, stories, dialogue, quests, characters, rulesets,
dynamics and weapons” [100]. While game content is fairly broadly
defined and incorporates most facets of games [55], the majority of
PCG workshop papers focus on the generation of levels or worlds
(51%). The category of level generation is fairly broad, and encom-
passes the generation of terrain [15, 70, 80], dungeons [2, 24, 31],
mazes [49], settlements [39, 74, 75, 86], and many others. Tightly
related to but not subsumed by level generation, architecture is
also a common type of generated content: six papers published in
the first decade of the PCG workshop focus on architecture, e.g. as
3D models of buildings, as interior placement of furniture [7] or
decoration [106]. Often, the distinction between architecture and
level design is difficult; for instance, settlement generation [39, 74]
is attributed to the latter while texture changes on a building [103]
is grouped under architecture. The main criteria for the classifica-
tion as generated architecture was based on fidelity with real-world
patterns and the focus on aesthetic appeal rather than gameplay.
Among other types of generated content, graphics are also promi-
nent (in 8% of papers), and include particle effects [37], 3D meshes
[1, 19] and 2D art [46, 72]. The generation of mechanics is equally
popular (8% of papers), sometimes combined with level generation
[25] or graphics generation [64]. Mechanics refer to actions players
can take [25, 110], but in this case a broader view of mechanics is
used to include gameplay parameters of weapons and character
classes [45, 64, 69]. Generated story elements also feature in 5 pa-
pers, although the classification is broad since papers range from
generating plots for mysteries [50], to NPC biographies [33], to
satellite sentences [71]. Quests or missions are generated in 6 pa-
pers, either as a mission graph for a level [24, 26] or for challenges
in serious games [59, 67], quests in RPGs [23], etc. The generation
of full games is also tackled in 3 papers, two of which present actual
game generators [9, 102].
Quite a few papers (12) propose generators that do not fall into
the above categories: among those, some papers attempt to generate
other aspects of games such as character locomotion [48], language
[43], CAPTCHAs for human computation [108] or LEGO structures
[62]. Other papers propose general algorithms without a specific
type of content in mind, e.g. for graph matching [27], random
number generation [61], or family tree representation [60]. Finally,
5 papers do not focus on any domain but instead propose new
general generation methods [14, 28], or address philosophical issues
such as the intentions of generators’ coders [13, 82] and the research
field of PCG as a whole [107].
4 TARGET GAMES
Looking at the types of games targeted in the research published
in the PCG workshop, Table 2 attempts a classification of the work.
It should be noted that five papers covered multiple game genres
while 19 papers do not target a specific genre, and this will be
discussed below.
Unsurprisingly, popular genres are platformers, roguelikes and
RPGs. Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985) is the most common
platformer being targeted [5, 32, 35, 66, 91, 96], but custom plat-
formers have also been created by researchers either as commercial
games, e.g. Sure Footing [21, 101], or as demonstrators of player-
controlled PCG [16, 83]. In the context of this survey, roguelikes
cover many tile-based dungeon-crawling games similar to Diablo
(Blizzard, 1997) as well as action adventure games [24–26, 85, 104].
As expected, the generation of dungeons [2, 6, 31, 94] and caves
[42] is a common trope of this genre. Role playing games (RPGs)
also cover a broad range of games, and have been targeted in PCG
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Figure 1: A word cloud of all authors in published papers at the PCG workshop. The size is proportionate to the number of
co-authored papers.
Figure 2: A word cloud of keywords in published papers at the PCG workshop. The size is proportionate to the number of
appearances in published papers. Note that the generic keywords “procedural content generation”, “procedural generation”,
“procedural content” and “PCG” have been omitted.
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Table 2: Game genres targeted in PCG workshop papers
workshop papers for different purposes including quest genera-
tion [23, 67, 109], class balancing [69], as well as the simulation of
societies [39], their histories [33] and language [43, 73].
Among other genres mentioned in Table 2, worth noting are se-
rious games and real-world simulations. “Serious” games, or games
with a purpose beyond entertainment, have been targeted by PCG
workshop papers in the context of language learning [67], rehabili-
tation [3, 22], training scenarios [52, 59] and human computation
[108]. Real-world simulations have also been common, simulating
realistic urban planning [41, 75, 86, 93], architecture & interior de-
sign [7, 79, 103], environments [1], locomotion [48] or economies
[52].
Five papers encompassmore than one genre: two papers combine
serious games with another genre [4, 52], two papers apply the same
algorithm on multiple genres [12, 110], while [91] introduces a level
corpus for different kinds of games (RPGs, roguelikes, arcade games
and shooters). On the other hand, 19 papers also are genre-agnostic,
primarily vision papers or papers on design tools, graphics, and
general algorithms.
5 ALGORITHMIC PROCESSES
In the context of academic trends, perhaps the most relevant aspect
of the PCG workshop papers is the algorithm used for generation.
However, in many cases there is no clear-cut classification for such
algorithms. We revisit this later in this Section, and in Section 8.
In the last decade, 14 papers published at the PCG workshop use
artificial evolution to generate levels (8 papers) and/or mechanics
(4 papers), or graphics [19, 37, 64]. Machine learning has also been
applied in 7 PCG workshop papers, in the form of non-negative
matrix factorization [109], random forests [5], self-organizing maps
[72], deep learning [44, 45], and wave function collapse [46, 47].
Notably, 4 of these 7 papers are published from 2017 onwards.
Declarative programming is also prominent, in 13 papers, including
semantic constraints (5 papers) and answer-set programming (8
papers). Of these papers, 62% are published in the first 3 years of
the workshop. 15 PCG workshop papers use some sort of grammar,
either as templates for sentence/language generation [65, 71, 73,
88] or for more traditional PCG goals such as level generation (4
papers), architecture [79], design [62], or art [68]. However, the
most common algorithmic approach in PCG papers of the last
decade were constructive methods [76] which include industry-
standard scripts such as cellular automata, agents, L-systems etc.
Many papers in this corpus could qualify as using constructive
methods, since this broad category likely encompasses anything
that does not fall into the other better-defined families of algorithms.
Even with stricter criteria, constructive methods are found in 14
papers, including cellular automata (7 papers), L-systems [1, 59],
recursive subdivision [81], diamond-square [3], agents [86, 92].
Should we have included all scripted methods, the number of PCG
papers that belong to this categorywound increase dramatically, but
would make classification difficult since ultimately any algorithm
is a scripted method.
6 OTHER ASPECTS
Looking at other trends in the PCG workshop papers of the last
decade, it is evident that design tools (for or with PCG) are popular
(in 19 papers). Some papers focus on presenting the tool itself
[2, 6, 8, 18, 58, 80] while most papers of this type focus on the
algorithms and briefly expose a way for the designer to control
these algorithms.
Other popular topics include the use of design patterns to help
guide generation (7 papers), usually for level generation [2, 6, 21],
the use of expressive range as an evaluation method (7 papers), and
the real-time adaptation/modification of game content while the
game is played (7 papers). It should be noted that expressive range
as a concept was introduced in the first PCG workshop by Smith
and Whitehead [84] as a method for evaluating level generators:
indeed, all 7 PCG papers that use expressive range analysis apply it
to level generation.
Of interest is also the fact that modelling the players’ behavior
or progress is attempted in 5 PCG workshop papers, all of which
are published in the first 5 years of the workshop. Modelling is
performed primarily to adapt the game’s difficulty or challenge [5,
40, 56, 109] and tomatch players’ preferences [57]. Close to the latter
goal of modelling, 5 PCGworkshop papers place content generation
at the hands of the player, as part of the gamemechanics [16] and/or
a direct response to player actions [15, 83, 96]. Cases where players
control the generator’s settings [101] are more difficult to classify
as their distinction from designer tools is not clear-cut, e.g. in Game-
O-Matic [102].
Finally, it is important to note that 8 PCG papers introduce a vi-
sion and offer little technical details, proposing new types of content
for PCG [106], new general methods for generation [14, 28, 51] or
expose ethical or general issues that PCG is facing [13, 82, 97, 107].
Beyond these vision papers, 92% of papers published at the PCG
workshop contain technical contributions, e.g. introducing new
algorithms, corpora, games, methods, and a competition [32]. De-
spite the focus on technical contributions, only 32 papers include
an empirical evaluation. We define “evaluation” as a quantitative
analysis of multiple runs of the generator (with or without human
testers) which reports aggregated statistics and/or performs sig-
nificance tests. Instead, most surveyed papers include a couple of
generated samples and a qualitative discussion on the workings of
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Figure 3: The most prominent types of content generated
over the years of published PCG papers.
the system. Quantitative evaluation is primarily applied on level
generation tasks (87% of evaluation papers), and in papers using
constructive methods (26%), artificial evolution (22%) or declarative
programming (19%). Evaluation is sometimes performed through
expressive range analysis (22% of evaluation papers), sometimes
based on experiments with human participants [2, 4, 22, 39], but
usually focus on the statistical analysis of computation time (e.g.
[27]), fitness (e.g. [98]), prediction error (e.g. [44]) and game-specific
performance metrics such as map coverage [12] or game arcs [20].
7 PAST AND FUTURE TRENDS
Following the quantitative analysis of different papers’ topics, target
games, algorithms, etc. the most popular aspects of this corpus will
be tracked in terms of their prevalence in different years. Due to
the small number of papers published every year, the analysis uses
the ratio of relevant papers over all papers published at that year’s
PCG workshop. The visualization includes a trendline based on
linear regression.
Fig. 3 shows the most prominent types of content generated,
and how they fluctuate across the decade examined. Level genera-
tion remains consistently high and fairly steady. Quest generation
and architecture had been active topics early on but have been
largely absent after the first four years of the workshop, while the
generation of mechanics and graphics seems fairly stable in their–
somewhat low–prominence. Interestingly, there is an upward trend
in narrative generation with recent work at the PCG workshop
focusing on aspects of stories [33, 50, 65, 71, 88]; possible reasons
for this stronger focus on narrative are discussed in Section 8.
Fig. 4 shows the fluctuation in terms of the most prominent
game genres targeted. The high fluctuations are evidence that re-
searchers tend to focus on the algorithm or the type of content
generated, while the game genre is mostly based on what’s avail-
able or convenient. Perhaps the only major trend from Fig. 4 is
the decrease in research interest on PCG for serious games. There
is also a downwards trend for platformer games and an upwards
Figure 4: The most prominent game genres targeted for gen-
eration over the years of published PCG papers.
Figure 5: The most prominent families of algorithms used
in published PCG papers over the years.
trend for roguelikes, although the small percentage of papers for
both seems to indicate that these trends largely depend on avail-
able testbeds and personal preferences of contributing researchers.
While not in Fig. 4, worth noting is a recent increase in crafting
games, spurred by the Generative Design in Minecraft competition
introduced in 2018 [74] which provides a challenge and a codebase
for interested participants. Crafting games are the focus of 11% of
PCG papers in the last two years, with no presence in prior years.
Fig. 5 shows the major families of algorithms applied for genera-
tion in the PCG workshop papers of the last decade. As with game
genre, the low overall ratio for each algorithm leads us to believe
that the choice of algorithm was often due to the personal pref-
erence (or existing codebase) of each researcher; however, some
trends can be detected. Despite—or because of—their simplicity,
constructive methods seem to be used steadily with no sign that
they are falling out of favor. A previous surge in academic interest
for declarative approaches seems to be dwindling (with exceptions),
and grammars face a similar downward trend from its early popular-
ity in 2010-2013. Artificial evolution seems to be a steady, popular
algorithmic approach with a slight upwards trend. As noted in
Section 5, machine learning (ML) is the most upwards trending
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Figure 6: Other trends found over the years of published
PCG papers.
algorithmic method with 4 of 7 ML papers published from 2017 on-
wards. More importantly, all four of these latest ML papers combine
machine learning with artificial evolution [45, 49] or declarative
programming [46, 47]. The heightened interest of PCG workshop
publications in machine learning are likely attributed to recent
successes in deep learning more broadly, the availability of easy-to-
use codebases for machine learning, and a game-specific academic
interest in PCG via Machine Learning [90]. Therefore, perhaps the
most significant trend of Fig. 5 is the increased use of machine
learning on its own or in conjunction with PCG mainstays such as
artificial evolution or declarative programming.
Finally, Fig. 6 tracks how some important aspects of PCG pa-
pers highlighted in Section 6 have appeared at different times. It
would seem that vision papers remain constant across the years,
and workshop organizers should expect at least one vision paper
published every year. Design tools and the use of design patterns
are similarly retaining their popularity without showing any strong
trends upwards or downwards. Interestingly, modeling players and
generating personalized content was trending upwards in the first
few years but has lost its appeal in the last four years of the work-
shop. Finally, it is promising that a steadily increasing amount of
PCG papers contain a rigorous quantitative evaluation (i.e. not only
a qualitative discussion on a few sample outcomes). While in the
last two years of PCG papers evaluation is still absent in the major-
ity of papers, the upward trend is irrefutable. Perhaps due to the
increase in papers that perform evaluation, more and more papers
use the notion of expressive range for the purposes of visualizing
the generator’s output.
8 DISCUSSION
This paper attempted to categorize the 95 papers published at the
PCG workshop in its first decade, as well as study the historical
trends in topics covered within these papers. In many cases, classi-
fication was difficult and perhaps error-prone; as noted in Section
3 it is difficult to label e.g. a Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) settlement or
building as level generation or parametric architecture. Boundaries
between game genres are fuzzy for commercial games, and even
fuzzier when prototype and simplified games are being generated.
Similar issues arise when classifying algorithms, as semantic-based
generation is sometimes following a declarative approach [56] and
at other times a constructive one [93]. Section 5 highlighted the
dangers of labeling everything as constructive if it does not test the
generated artefact [100], and we opted for a stricter definition for
constructive algorithms. Due to these issues of ambiguity, many
papers ended up without a classification in terms of algorithms
even when they included technical details of their generators. Al-
though some readers (or papers’ authors) may disagree with certain
labels, the general trends found in the corpus of 95 papers are fairly
indicative of the trends in PCG research.
Another caveat in this analysis is the nature of the workshop
itself. Focusing on the 95 workshop papers rather than e.g. the
complete PCG literature published in conferences such as FDG (of
which the PCG workshop is part), journal papers or books, is bound
to draw conclusions topical of the workshop microcosm. Workshop
papers typically focus on algorithms that are work-in-progress or at
a prototype stage, or invite a discussion on philosophical issues and
new ideas. The large number of vision papers at the PCG workshop
should thus not be surprising, and similarly the relative absence
of experimental validation. In contrast, journal papers on topics
related to PCG—e.g. in the IEEE Transactions on Games—include a
robust quantitative evaluation. Finally, the fact that the workshop
took place in different locations every year (see Table 1) combined
with the small community of researchers means that some of the
trends can be attributed to lack of participation for a year or a shift
in researchers’ interests. PCG workshop authors follow their own
trajectories (e.g. Joris Dormans organized 3 workshops and pub-
lished 4 papers from 2010 to 2013 but has since moved to industry),
and some iterations of the workshop had larger participation from
some research groups than others. Keeping these caveats in mind,
we argue that the 10 years of the PCG workshop are indicative
of the broader trends in the PCG research field. Our reasoning is
that the PCG workshop has been running for longer than other
PCG-related academic venues, and its community has inspired most
of the advancements in PCG of the last decade including the PCG
book [77], special issues, PROCJAM, and workshops such as Ex-
perimental AI in Games and Computational Creativity and Games.
While these larger movements were occurring, the PCG workshop
continued to run and act as a node for PCG researchers to convene
and co-ordinate.
On the other hand, we must admit that PCG research itself is
a microcosm of the broader movements within AI research, and
thus the above patterns may not reflect broader AI trends. A mun-
dane observation is that there are other specialized workshops or
conferences where topics targeted by a few PCG workshop papers
are nigh-ubiquitous: for instance, the Intelligent Narrative Tech-
nologies hosted by the Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Digital
Entertainment conference focuses heavily on generating narrative.
The International Conference on Computational Intelligence in
Music, Sound, Art and Design (EvoMusArt) and the International
Conference on Computational Creativity focus heavily on gener-
ated graphics and audio, usually beyond games. These publication
venues likely follow their own trends in terms of the algorithms
that are currently rising in prominence. Beyond the PCG work-
shop (and games more broadly), the use of deep learning has been
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applied for a broad range of generative tasks, with an especially
strong focus on graphics [11, 29] as well as music [36] and text
[105]. Instead, papers using deep learning published at the PCG
workshop exclusively focus on level design tasks. Therefore, PCG
research understandably focuses on the game-specific concerns
of generation and its trends may differ from broader movements
even while it is still affected by them (e.g. the prevalence of deep
learning).
Based on the analysis carried out in this paper and a more gen-
eral view of research in procedural content generation (beyond
the workshop itself), it is evident that level generation remains a
popular and “easy” goal for PCG. This can be attributed to the fact
that the game industry initially introduced PCG for level generation
in games such as Rogue in the 1980s and level generation remains
by far the most popular industry application of PCG today. From
a practical perspective, moreover, level generation makes sense
as games often rely on new levels to increase replayability and
variety. Finally, level generation is easier due to the availability of
more codebases (produced by researchers, game developers, and
enthusiasts alike) and the prevalence of level generation competi-
tions. The generation of complete games, while a popular vision in
2012-2015 [9, 28, 97, 102] has not quite taken off. While complete
game generation is being attempted in small clusters [17, 54], the
drop in interest likely comes from the lack of a big “success story”
either in academia or the game industry. Another reason is the
difficulty that a researcher must face when starting out on game
generation in a non-toy domain given the lack of codebases, tutori-
als or assets. Narrative remains a strong direction for PCG research,
likely encouraged by the increased interest on interactive narrative
commercially (e.g. with LudoNarraCon) and academically (e.g. with
the International Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling
conference and the Intelligent Narrative Technologies workshop).
In terms of algorithms, machine learning seems to be the up-and-
coming trend in PCG research. This is hardly surprising given the
widespread “success stories” and debate [63] on art created via deep
learning [29, 30]. The broader concept of PCG viaMachine Learning
[90] has already driven research in the PCG workshop [47], while
more established PCG algorithms such as artificial evolution or
declarative programming are moving towards the integration of
machine learning for content initialization [47], fitness prediction
[45] and more. It is expected, therefore, that PCG research in deep
learning will continue trending upwards, probably combining deep
learning with other popular PCG algorithms.
As noted in Section 4, game genres usually favored by PCG re-
searchers are largely due to personal preference, nostalgia, and
convenience. In terms of the latter, the Super Mario Bros. level
generation competition [78] has largely driven the popularity of
platformer games for PCG, not only due to the extensive bench-
marks established over the years but also due to the availability of
a straightforward generation codebase and efficient gameplaying
agents [95]. The entry level requirements for generation in Super
Mario Bros. are lower than any other, and researchers can quickly
put together something. It is surmised that similar levels of sup-
port by both the competition organizers and the community can
also drive PCG research to other, overlooked genres. In that re-
gard, Minecraft is likely be the next focus point of PCG research, in
part due to the GDMC competition [74], the research by Microsoft
on Minecraft gameplaying agents [38], and its associated MineRL
competition [34]. There is extensive evidence that academic and
practitioner interest hinges on an intuitive codebase as well as an
activity that engages the community and produces reusable assets
(agents, content, code) that can help future endeavors. Game gen-
eration, for which there has been dwindling interest, could thus
be reinvigorated with any combination of benchmarks, competi-
tions, easy-to-use codebases, tutorials etc. The same applies to any
under-studied game genre, such as stealth games. At the minimum,
researchers open-sourcing their generators would help drive future
research in their preferred genre. However, building communities
through competitions, tutorials, or collaborations with game com-
panies would better act as catalysts to invigorate PCG research on
topics that have not yet taken off.
With PCG research moving towards a more established if multi-
disciplinary [107] field of study, it is heartening that more attention
is given to methodically evaluating and reporting on generators’
outcomes. Papers in the PCG workshop have been steadily im-
proving their technical accuracy through quantitative tests with
multiple runs and/or human users. Published papers on content
generation in journals and conferences have similarly found ways
of reporting the quality and diversity of their output. The concept
of expressive range [84] is particularly suited for evaluation of PCG
on both dimensions, and a number of enhancements have already
been proposed [18, 89]. There is already an upwards trend in the
application of expressive range for PCG evaluation, both in the
PCG workshop and beyond. It would be beneficial—at least to the
scientific facet of the PCG research field—to establish, contribute
to and follow standards of evaluation such as the expressive range
of the generator.
9 CONCLUSION
This paper celebrates the first decade of the workshop on Proce-
dural Content Generation by providing an analysis of the 95 papers
published during these ten years. The paper explored the types of
content generated, the game genres, and the algorithms which were
favored historically by the PCG workshop community. Drawing
from the fluctuations of different topics over the years, the paper
identified some trends in the past and the future of the workshop
and discussed them in the broader context of PCG research. While
the publications at the PCG workshop are a subset of publications
on the topic of generation in journals, conferences, books etc., the
consistency of the corpus allows us to draw conclusions that are
generally in line with the broader academic trends in PCG. The pa-
per is intended primarily as a historical overview, and secondarily
as a view towards the future, the challenges and necessary steps
for the next ten years of PCG research.
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